CONTACT-LESS METHODS FOR IDENTIFICATION OF COHESION
LOSS IN LIME MORTAR RENDERS
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Paper presents pilot tests on lime mortar rendering with artificially made defects of cohesion
between the plaster and brick wall. Two experimental methods and a FEM computational model
were applied. Differential vibration analysis takes advantage of differences in rigidity of loosed
parts of plaster against firmly fixed parts to a stiff wall, which generates differences in modes of
vibration. These modes can be recorded using laser Doppler interferometry and a scanning
camera to pick up signals across the measured field. The measured modes were compared to those
calculated using a FEM model which was used for prediction of reasonable excitation frequencies.
The determined defects were compared to indications given by thermal radiation measurements on
the test specimen which was cooled after prior long term heating. Both methods proved to be
sufficiently sensitive for the problem under discussion. Surface temperature measurement is
simpler and economic, even-though in practical application it may be substantially affected by
moisture content differences and this fact must be taken into account.
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1.

Introduction

Interior as well as exterior plaster, as a part of historic buildings, is permanently subjected to
mechanical and physical-chemical processes, which can cause and accelerate their chemical
and mechanical degradation. Such a degradation can occur on the surface or under the surface
of a built element. This paper focuses on the under-surface mortar deterioration.
Under-surface defects of historic mortars can arise due to a number of unfavourable
influences, as e.g. open porosity of renders, atmospheric pollutants, water action, changes of
temperature and humidity of surrounding environment, seismic movement, industrially or
naturally induced vibrations, overloading and/or neglected maintenance. Those well known
negative influences contribute substantially to the development of under-surface degradation
of historic renders, often in their mutual combination and interaction. Further, the defects can
be generated as a consequence of an original imperfect construction process or use of
materials of poor quality. Nevertheless, more often, the defects are due to an application of
inappropriate materials and technologies during later conservation interventions [1], [2].
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2.

Characteristics and mechanisms of the under-surface degradation

One of the main features of the under-surface degradation is a loss of cohesion of historic
renders. It appears mainly in places where a higher moisture concentration is present and the
render is contaminated by salts.
One important result of the under-surface mortar degradation is delamination of individual
layers of the render system consisting of three layers: a wall, a render and a painting layer.
This type of degradation is primarily caused by different structure and mechanical properties
of the individual layers in the system. Every change of temperature, moisture and/or
mechanical loading in an inhomogeneous system results in different dilatation, vapour
permeability or elasticity of each layer, which generates an increase of stresses on the
interface between them. A separation of last soft render layer, or even painting layer from the
substrate belongs to the damages of crucial importance. Such a type of degradation rises
mainly due to different physical and mechanical properties of the surface layers and also due
to use of inappropriate materials for consolidation of those layers.
However, most of the above defects of historical renders occur due to a combination and
interaction of the mentioned actions during their long-time exposure. Determination of true
causes is rather complicated and not always successfully completed.

3.

Identification of under-surface defects

Location and description of under-surface defects is similarly complicated and tedious
process. A traditional way of surveying occurrence, location, extent and characteristics of
under-surface defects is represented by a contact method based on percussion and auscultation
technique. This method is widely used and reliable but it is time consuming and can not be
used when the mortar is heavily degraded.
More sophisticated, modern methods are based on the same principle, i.e. that the signals
introduced into the system propagate differently in different media and materials. Diagnostic
methods process the differences between the emitted and received signals and evaluate maps
of size and distribution of areas of under-surface defects. Nevertheless, those methods are
contact methods and the measurement is made point-by-point, so the main advantage of such
methods is a more exact and objective determination of delamination boundaries.
For technological inspection and documentation of delamination of historic renders it seems
to be optimal to visualise the defects before an after consolidation in order to check the
efficiency of conservation measures. A suitable diagnostics method for such a purpose should
be simple to use, easy and quickly to evaluate, sufficiently sensitive and accurate, and without
harmful additional loading or impact on the damaged rendering system.
New approaches of contact-less measurements take advantage from the fact, that the loosing
parts of renders have natural frequencies different from those of the integral render-wall
system. Of course, the problem of non-harmful excitation of walls with precious paintings
effects substantially practical applications of such approaches and their importance can be
seen especially in the inspection of quality of restoration and consolidation works. In any
case, contact-less measurement of vibrations creates the base for new non-invasive
diagnostics of loosed parts of historic buildings.

4.

Laser interferometry for inspection of under-surface defects

Laser interferometry methods proved to be useful in investigations of dynamical problems of
structures of a very complex geometry or lightweight elements where even a small mass of a
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sensor can distort the structural response. This method can be used also for detection of
delaminated parts of historic rendering.
4.1

Method and equipment

In the presented study the laser doppler interferometry has been used. It relies upon the
interference between a signal and a reference laser beam. From interference between a beam
reflected on the vibrating surface and a reference beam, the velocity on the moving surface is
derived.
One of the most powerful tool in this research area is the VPI device (Vibration Pattern
Imager). It enables contact-less measurements of vibration up to a range of 200 m with a 1
mW laser beam using retroreflective surface preparation and up to 15 m on unprepared
surfaces. The minimum detectable velocity is 0.005 mm.s-1. In combination with a controlling
PC or microcomputer, the VPI sensor affords full field images of vibration patterns even at
random or service loading, [4].
4.2

Physical model and experimental set-up

The method has been tested in laboratory on brick walls bearing an imperfectly fixed plaster
specimens or plaster layers. The rendering had to posses mechanical characteristics as close as
possible to the historical plasters. Therefore, it has been made of a lime mortar composed of
lime and quartz sand in volume ratio of 1 to 5. There were made two testing walls. On the
first one, a prefabricated layer of plaster of dimensions approximately 20 cm by 30 cm, with
thickness of 4 mm was partially fixed to the wall along by two strips of special mortar [3].
The second was rendered by two types of lime plaster – poor lime mortar and lime cement
mortar. Here were made artificial defects using separation of rendering by means of thin
plastic foils, Fig.1a,b.

The vibration was introduced into the test specimen from an electromagnetic exciter and
transmitted through a thin rod connected to the wall. The vibration frequences varied
continuously from 40 to 1500 Hz and the natural frequences were determined. Under those
frequences, the velocities were scanned across the measured field which was a rectangle with
dimensions of 234 mm by 262 mm, in the first case. In the second case, the full rendered area
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was scanned. The intensity of excitation generating the maximum velocity of about 5 mm.s-1
was used. The experimental set-up is shown on the Fig. 2.

4.3

Numerical model

Dynamic behaviour of the plaster specimen fixed to the wall was calculated using a numerical
FEM model and the ANSYS 5.4 software. For the numerical modelling, there were used 241

plate elements SHELL 63 with membrane and bending characteristics. This element has six
degrees of freedom in all four nodes.
4.4

Experimental and numerical results

The measured vibration velocities describing the mode at natural frequencies are compared in
Fig. 3 to the calculated mode. The picture includes also the applied mesh for FEM
computations. There was a shift in absolute values, which is, of course, dependent on material
characteristics involved into the computation. In the case documented by the Fig.3, the
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measured natural frequency attained 638 Hz and the computed 412 Hz. It was found, that the
measured and calculated natural frequencies and the distribution of velocities or amplitudes
are in a good correlation. Further, it was even possible to detect small defects at higher
frequencies, as is shown on Fig. 4, taken on the testing specimen with artificial defects. Here
the vibration modes of loose parts were measured at the frequency corresponding to the
maximum amplitude of the vibration velocity. The picture further presents differences in
vibration modes due to phase shift of 90°. Resolution of measurements was 5 mm.

5.

Thermal radiation measurement

Thermal radiation measurement was used as an alternative experimental technique. Here the
detection of loosed parts is based on an idea to measure their differential cooling or heating
compared to the heavy and integral parts with higher thermal inertia and different
conductivity. There were tested several combinations of thermal change excitation and results
of one of them are presented in Fig. 5. Here the wall was preheated and the drop of surface
temperature in the course of time was followed by means of a classical thermovision camera.
It is clearly seen that this method is sufficiently sensitive to visualise differences in the
composition of a layered wall and that it is able to detect loosed parts. Nevertheless, we must
take into account that interpretation of measured data in real conditions need not be so easy
due to disturbing effects, especially due to thermal reflection and moisture.
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6.

Conclusion

Dynamic identification of plaster damages seems to be one of promising technologies.
However, it is possible to identify only sufficiently large defects. The size of a detectable
defect is obviously dependent on bending deformability of the loosed layer of mortar, on the
induced vibration frequency and on the technology of excitation.
The excitation used in the described tests, i.e. through vibration of the wall, is not the best
method and other technologies, enabling direct excitation of the plaster should be studied.
Very good results may be achieved by means of acoustic exciting systems, namely the piezo
actuator and the acoustic mirror, [5], [6]. Nevertheless, the above described approach is
suitable for quality control of restoration works consisting in fixation of detached parts of
rendering.
The thermovision technique seems to be more promising for practice, because the excitation
of measurable differences is simpler and the measurement quicker than in the case laser
interferometry. However, this method requires a wide experimental verification on real
structures including investigations of disturbing effects in order to facilitate reliable
interpretation of the measured data.
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